
Adam J. Lewis Academy

Rise Up & Write!
AJLA "Rise Up & Write" is a space for students of all ages to celebrate the writing that they have
been working on at school. From  building  foundational literacy skills to  practicing creative writing-
AJLA students cover it all! Please enjoy our class writing features, each displaying developmentally
appropriate technique through drawing, letter formation, and spelling. Nurturing the progress of
skills is our goal- not perfection!

www.ajlacademy.org

WELCOME!

Third Grade
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The Third Grade recently finished their novel
study of the “Vanderbeekers of 141st Street”-
an exciting story about a family living in
Harlem, New York trying everything they can to
convince their landlord to let them stay in their
apartment. After taking notes and
summarizing each chapter, Third Graders
wrote their own book summaries describing
the book with just one word and providing
evidence to support their choice. Students are
in the revision and editing stages of their
rough drafts!

Zenlonie

Jimena



First Grade
First Graders have continued their study on exploration and westward expansion by reading “Oregon Trail
Days: The Diary of Lucy Bell.” Students learned about the challenges families faced on wagon trains
traveling from Independence, Missouri to Oregon City, Oregon. Treacherous weather, illness, fierce wildlife,
and broken wagons made the journey difficult. Pioneers on the trail had to practice perseverance and
bravery to complete the trip and enjoy the opportunities waiting out west. First Graders used their opinion
writing skills to share their feelings about walking over 2000 miles on the Oregon Trail. Some saw the
journey as an adventure, while others felt it was too dangerous!
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Kindergarten Willow

Students in
Kindergarten Willow
have been learning
about squirrels and the
adaptations they have
made to help them
survive in their
environment. They
have gathered
information from texts,
informational videos,
and by observing
squirrels in nature.
They used this
information to write
their own non-fiction
pieces that will be
added to a class book
about squirrels.

Munashe

Zoyi

Kyrii

Manuella



Kindergarten Birch
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Second Grade
Second Grade hosted an Ancient Egyptian Marketplace to celebrate all they learned about Ancient Egypt,
bartering goods, and trading services. Third Grade was invited to come to the marketplace where
students traded and bartered for pottery, food, and jewelry. Second Graders wrote about their experiences
in the marketplace. Please enjoy their responses below! 

Analisa

Caio

Amora

Elise

In Kindergarten Birch, we are learning
about many different animals, including
skunks and penguins. We have been
researching facts about each animal and
organizing our learning with thinking maps.
The children are writing their own books
about each animal that include facts
about the animals' life cycle, where and
how they live, what they look like, and how
they behave.

Aria

Benjamin Emma 

Henrique Jett
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Fifth Grade

MARCH WORD SEARCH

The Fourth Graders recently finished writing an opinion piece about native plants. Hopefully their persuasive
paragraphs will convince you to help find places for more Connecticut native plants in Bridgeport!

The Fifth Graders are using various techniques to hook their readers into the medieval stories that they are
writing. Here you can see some examples of how writers use dialogue, action, and description to start their
stories with a bold beginning!

Ana Julia Cameryn

Fourth Grade


